Empowering Graduate Students in their Career Development

"Tell me and I forget. Teach me and I remember. Involve me and I learn."

-- Benjamin Franklin

CAREER SERVICES
AT PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
Deep Career Exploration

We believe in encouraging students to deeply explore their interests, skills, values and talents while building on these aspects of themselves as a basis for career exploration. By providing exploration tools and opportunities to prototype and gain experience, students can be better informed of career pathways suited to their unique desires, personality and needs. One on advising along with targeted Design Thinking programming offer students productive avenues for exploration.
Graduate Student Ideas

Inspiring Graduate Students to empower themselves in the career search is of utmost importance. Our Graduate Student Advisory Board has developed and coordinated a number of programs to support career development including their novel Undercover Bosses Graduate Networking event. They began by using Design Thinking to brainstorm and identify a problem, coordinate meetings to create novel approaches and developed skills in project management, marketing and event coordination.
Due to the nature of Graduate Programs, we support creating flexible opportunities for prototyping careers in an experiential manner. This has led us to emphasize shadowing opportunities as well as alumni connections for informational interviews and networking.